
End-of-Summer Sale 
Call it what you will. Without any scheduled swap meets, now is the time to get your deals. 19 different 

planes of all sizes. Something for everyone. Time to clear out the stuff I don’t fly. I will deliver any 

purchase over $400 up to 3 hours away. Bargain prices. Any reasonable offer accepted. Get discounts if 

you purchase more than one. 

Randy Brunette 

Cell: 920-377-6008 

Email: randybrunette@gmail.com 

Location: Chilton, WI 

 

1. CK Aero Allure, $1,500 

a. RTF, with your receiver and 10s battery 

b. Falcon CF gear w/MPI aluminum wheels 

c. CK Aero CF prop, 21.5x13 

d. Hacker A60-7S v4 28 pole motor 

e. Jeti Mezon pro opt 85 ESC 

f. JR DS8411 servos in the rudder and ailerons 

g. Spektrum A5040 on each stab 

h. Red Wing wing bag. 3-piece plane cover 

i. Shipping available at buyers expense. 

j.      

k.      
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2. Aeroworks Yak 54 150cc, $1650.00 

a. RTF (less receiver), 2 Fromeco 5200 batteries for receiver, 1 Fromeco 2600 for ignition 

b. DA170 engine, 60 flights since rebuild by DA, MTW cannisters 

c. Smartfly EQ6 power board, with Turbo regulator, and failsafe switch 

d. 3 blade CF prop, spare 2 blade CF prop, CF landing gear 

e. Setup for IMAC style flying. Wing Tote wing bags for wings and stabs 

f. JR 8411 servos on all surfaces 

g. The plane is ready to fly but will need some TLC to make perfect. Canopy does have 

some cracks. Bottom of plane and landing gear covers could use recovering. 

h.      

i.      

j.      



3. Aeroworks Yak 54 50cc, $425 

a. BNF, Spektrum AR9000 receiver, 2 LIFE batteries for receiver power, IBEC for ignition. 

b. ZDZ80 engine, zero flights since rebuild at ZDZ. 

c. Servos: Spectrum A6265 on rudder, Hitec 5645 on wings, Hitec 5945 on stabs  

d. Smoke system, wing bags for both wings and stabs 

e. Currently missing wing tube. Canopy is cracked/broken but flyable. 

f.      

g.      

h.      

  



4. Eflite Viper, $125 

a. Ducted fan, Less receiver, retracts, flaps. 

b.  

 

5. FMS Mustang, $125 

a. Foam, BNF, Spectrum AR8000 receiver, aprox 88” wingspan. 

b. Everything works, includes motor and many spare parts. 

c.  

 

  



6. Rare Bear, $125 

a. BNF, (includes battery), Spectrum AR636A, great shape, flown about a dozen times 

b.  

 

7. Funky Chicken, $75 

a. BNF (includes battery), Spectrum 635 receiver, rudder and elevator only, 

b. One of a kind 

c.     

 

  



8. Profile Funfly Edge .40 size, $75 

a. BNF, Scratch built 

b. Converted to electric on 6S battery 

c.  

 

9. UMX YAK 54 3D, $45 

a. Almost new, BNF, just add 3.6v battery 

b.  

 



10. Blade Nano CP S helicopter, $40 

a. BNF with your 3.6v battery 

b.  

 

11. Parkzone P-51D Mustang, $40 

a. BNF, with your 3.6v battery, great shape 

b.  

 

  



12. Blade MSR helicopter, $30 

a. RTF, just add battery 

b. Includes radio 

c.      

 

13. Raven, $30 

a. Scratch built foamy, elevator and rudder only 

b. BNF (includes battery), Spectrum AR6110e receiver 

c. One of a kind 

d.      

 

  



14. Mini-Swift, $25 

a. BNF (includes battery), Spectrum AR400 receiver, 22” wingspan 

b. Can be flown indoors but better outdoors 

c.  

 

15. X Kite, $25 

a. RTF, 51” wingspan. Dual controls for manueverability, includes second green airframe 

b. $25 

c.  

 

  



16. X-Vert, $25 

a. BNF (includes battery) Spectrum compatible 

b.  

 

17. Flitter, $25 

a. BNF, Spektrum AR610 receiver 

b. Flown indoors, outdoors on calmer days 

c. Spare fuselage and parts 

d.  

 

  



18. Eflite Extra 300 3D, $25 

a. BNF with your 3.v battery 

b. Good, not great shape 

c.  

 

19. Blade Nano QX, $15 

a. BNF with your 3.v battery 

b.  

 

20. Rolling Field Box, $15 

a. Includes power panel, fuel pump 

b.  

 


